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ABSTRACT
Within the automotive industry Sound Quality is becoming more and more important. Beside
vehicle attributes such as ride, handling, steering and so far the acoustic of a vehicle and in
particular its sound quality has been discovered as being an appropriate attribute for setting a
certain brand image. All attributes are interacting with each other, thus the acoustics can't be
treated independently. In order to overcome that a sound simulation vehicle is going to be
presented. Therewith signal theoretical treatments/modifications performed on a computer can
be synthesized in a real vehicle in real time.
INTRODUCTION
In these days people of modern societies are used to deal with various types of product
communication in their daily live. One way the product communicates to its user is via its sound,
thus the sense of hearing is herein involved. Beside telling the user something about the current
operating condition of the product its an ideal way of setting an acoustical image according to
the brand strategy of the company. Moreover the perceived quality of the product can be
enhanced by having a good sound quality.
Since sound-design became more important over the last years also the scientific interest with
regard to its perception by humans became eminent. The classic psycho-acoustic approach is
not satisfactory capable of describing neither how the sound effects humans nor what it exactly
means to them. In the meantime it is well accepted that beside the acoustical input parameters
also visual and tactile parameters do influence the acoustical perception. However, beside the
sensorial parameters also non-sensorial aspects such as customers expectation and degree of
attention as well as brand image, trend and life style aspects can moderate the perception of
humans.
Basic research activities in this field are rather rare, therefore the industry started to perform its
own investigations in the meantime. In that connection the question which sensorial and nonsensorial aspects are involved in the perception of an acoustical event and how that can be
incorporated in a development tool was explored.

COMPLEXITY OF HUMANS SOUND PERCEPTION
The base function of humans sense of hearing is to gather information out of their environment
and to use it for different purposes. The acoustical stimulus is represented by the collected
sound waves. These sound waves, collected by the ears, include all acoustical information of
interest. In other words the sound that may be measured with an artificial head for example
contains all physical information as far as only the hearing system is concerned. According to
Fig. 1 all sensorial information with regard to acoustics, e.g. intensity, frequency spectrum, time
structure, stimulus statistics, number and arrangement of sources etc. are considered
(acoustical level I and II) in that kind of recordings.
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Fig. 1: Influencing aspects for acoustical events
Thus the acoustical part of it is well determined and therefore applicable for simulation purposes.
Typically in laboratory listening sessions those recordings are presented to a number of
subjects. In this scenario the headphones must be correctly equalized and calibrated. If that is
ensured the sensorial side of the acoustic is well comparable to the real sound situation [6].
Up to know the sense of hearing was considered only. Since other senses such as smell,
appearance and feel also may have an influence onto the sound sensation one need to take
them into account as well. Lots of investigation showed that the various senses interact heavily
[2, 3] with each other and that one sense can influence the other.
th

Going back to the 19 century one can get indications that scientists already explored the intermodal effects. Modern scientific research in particular in the field of neurobiology show how
strong the interactions are. With new methods such as PET (positronenemissionstomography)
one can visualize how the different senses interact with each other as well as it can be shown
how the degree of attention affects the perception. Those methods do allow interesting insides
into the humans brain functionality. Herewith it could be shown that on the one hand those brain
regions which are currently in use to cope with a certain situation are provided with the energy
needed. On the other hand this implied a significant reduction of energy for those regions which
are minor important to deal with that situation. This process is called reciprocal inhibition.
However, the brain obviously has only a limited amount of energy available and needs to share it
between different tasks to achieve an optimized management of all necessary actions. Hence
the deactivation of particular brain regions has an significant impact onto our sound sensation.
Driving a vehicle and perceiving its sound is thus different to sitting in a laboratory and listening
to the same sound. That needs to be taken into account when setting up a listening session in a
laboratory. According to Fig. 1 also cognitive aspects such as expectations, bias, experience etc.
do play an important role for the sound sensation. Finally aspects such as hearing culture,

image, trend etc. may moderate our sound sensation. That shows how manifold this process
appears to be. In particular in the automotive industry it turned out to be insufficient to rely on the
laboratory results when sound-design actions where aimed to perform. As soon as sound-design
is concerned beside the classical psycho-acoustic with its simplified stimuli a new field of applied
psycho-acoustic has to be established which meets the demands towards more realistic sound
situations. This includes the involvement of all other sensorial senses as well as the nonsensorial aspects.
Meanwhile first steps were taken to achieve more realistic sound situations. In [4] for example
the tactile sense was involved by using a shaker for the seat, steering wheel and shifter
excitement in a real vehicle that was operated in standstill. That situation already came
somewhat closer to the real sound situation. An other example can be seen in [5] where sound
is actively added via loudspeakers in a real vehicle that can be driven. Nevertheless in that case
only the power train related sound was treated.
REQUIREMENT FOR A SOUND QUALITY VERIFICATION TOOL
If all influencing factors according to Fig.1 have to be considered for the sound sensation of a
vehicle one need to be aware that also the attributes ride, handling, steering etc. need to be
involved. It is well known that those attributes and in particular performance feel is strongly
interacting with the acoustic of a vehicle.
Various papers deal with the differences of field against laboratory results [1, 7, 8]. Often
attentiveness mechanism are responsible for the different results since in a real vehicle the
attention onto a certain sound element can be drawn by those mechanism. In order to take all
these issues into account without losing the development flexibility the sound simulation vehicle
was introduced. With that sound-design verification tool sounds that were developed on a
computer as well as sounds that were measured in a test cell can be experienced in a real
vehicle. Since the presented sounds in the sound simulation vehicle is to be used for sounddesign purposes the auralizations algorithm need to deliver synthesized sounds that are very
authentic.
The requirements for such a sound simulation vehicle can be summarized as follows :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Authentic sound synthesis of computer designed CAE sounds and measured test cell
sounds
Real time sound synthesis of power train, road noise and wind noise separately
Real time virtual power train, wind and road noise balance adjustment
Creation of sound stories which are close to reality by means of sound simulation
vehicle and on a computer
Incorporation of visual and tactile senses
Incorporation of cognitive parameters such as pre-knowledge, degree of attention,
experience, expectations etc.
Incorporation of corporate identity parameters such as brand image, reputation, etc.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SOUND SIMULATION VEHICLE
Aiming to simulate a certain sound-design in a real vehicle implies the necessity to have a very
quite base sound of the vehicle. In order to achieve that usually actions such as engine mount
decoupling, power train encapsulation, various road and wind noise reduction treatments are to
be undertaken. Since all these sound reduction measures need to be done on a real vehicle that
have to show the same driving dynamics performance one can imagine that this is pretty costly
and time consuming. For those reasons another approach was taken in this case. The vehicle
itself was kept entirely untouched while the base sound reduction for the later on sound
auralization was realized by applying either ANC headphones or an earplug/headphone
combination. Herewith a significant base sound reduction can be achieved. Fig.2 shows the
reduction for both, the ANC headphone and the earplug/headphone combination. Due to the fact
that the synthesized sound is going to be presented concurrently through those headphones

base sound reduction of 10 – 15 dB turned out to be sufficient for these simulation purposes.
Reducing the base sound level in this way also has the advantage that the whole sound
synthesizing system can easily be moved from one vehicle to another without modifying those
vehicles to a great extent. Even an application at prototype vehicles which are only available for
a short time without affecting the other prototype usages may be done.
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Fig.2 : Base sound reduction due to ANC headphones
and earplug/headphone combination
As already stated either pure CAE-sounds or measured sounds may be auralized in real time.
When measured sound are to be synthesized one need to follow certain measurement
procedures for the power train part as well as for the wind and road noise part. On the power
train side for instance various runups need to be performed. The whole engine speed range for
several load conditions is to be measured in a test cell. The road and wind noise contribution
need to be measured dependent on vehicle speed. All necessary auralization data are stored in
a powerful computer which is installed in the boot of the vehicle. Via CAN bus all needed vehicle
data such as engine speed, load condition and vehicle speed are transferred to the computer
according to Fig.3.
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Fig.3 : Principal philosophy and architecture of the sound simulation vehicle
Dependent on the current operating maneuver these data drive the synthesis algorithm to
auralize the wanted sound. As stated at the beginning it was the aim to develop a tool that can
be used for sound-design purposes. This requires in particular a high quality of the sound
auralization. In other words high sophisticated fading and interpolation algorithm have to be
developed. This was done on the basis of extensive listening sessions with lots of subjects.

To ensure the high quality of the synthesized sounds they are presented via correctly equalized
headphones interactively in the sound simulation vehicle. This now enables the engineer to drive
the sound simulation vehicle with whatever sounds he wants.
APPLICATION OF THE SOUND SIMULATION VEHICLE

time

One requirement for the sound simulation vehicle is to generate customer oriented sound
stories. That can easily be done with storing the synthesized sound data on-line on the hard disk
of the computer. A typical sound story that was derived from such a real world drive can be seen
in Fig.4 with the spectrogram. Here the customer performed the so called traffic light start where
he shifts through the first 3 gears revving up to approximately 3000 rpm in each gear.

frequency

Fig.4 : Synthesized sound story : Traffic light start
Those synthesized sounds can thus be evaluated in the real vehicle in a real driving situation,
i.e. in the sound simulation vehicle and in a laboratory session. However, now evaluation
differences between both situation can be investigated. That helps to design appropriate test
scenarios for laboratory tests.
A couple of attributes are strongly interacting with each other, e.g. performance feel with sound
quality (e.g. acoustical load dependency). In the laboratory situation it isn't possible to check to
what extent a certain type of sporty sound enhances the humans performance feel of a vehicle.
That can now easily be explored with implementing various sound-designs into the computer
and driving the vehicle with those different acoustical load dependencies for instance. Also the
cockpit style and seat position interacts with the type of sound timbre that was chosen. All those
aspects can be checked by driving the vehicle with different acoustic setups. In this situation the
wanted sound-design can thus be evaluated in terms of best sound fit.
Another application of interest allows to perform virtual prototyping. In that scenario several
hardware changes such as different engine mount architectures, intake systems, exhaust
systems etc. can be measured on a roller dyno and later on stored into the synthesizing
computer. With those different sound data sets one can drive the sound simulation vehicle
where the different measures can then be experienced under real world driving conditions
without affecting the other attributes negatively.
SUMMARY
The perception of humans need to be considered as a highly complex multi-sensorial cognitive
process. Therefore it is not sufficient to present only the sound to humans even when one is
manly interested in the sound itself. In order to take that into account the sound simulation
vehicle was introduced. This tool keeps all vehicle related attributes unchanged while the sound
alone can be varied in a wide range. Herewith the interaction between all those attributes with

the acoustic of the vehicle can be explored. Due to the more and more quicker getting
development cycles engineering needs to become more efficient too. The sound simulation
vehicle allows to optimize laboratory sessions and to bring them closer to reality which saves a
lot of costs and time in the end. Finally the first step towards virtual prototyping in terms of
acoustic can be taken by driving the vehicle acoustically with different system architectures, just
switching between the different sound-designs.
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